Bending of hard-magnetic soft beams: a finite elasticity approach with anticlastic bending
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Abstract
Soft-materials that respond to external stimuli are very useful for application in soft robotics, stretchable electronics, biomedical applications etc. Recent times have seen a surge in research of magnetically activated polymers due to their wide range of material properties, applications and important features such as non-contact, fast and non-invasive actuation. Furthermore, these applications ask for Hard-magnetic particles, which can retain their magnetization even after the applied magnetic field has been removed. In this work, we focus on developing a thermodynamically-consistent analytical solution to the large bending deformation of hard-magnetic soft hyperelastic beams under the influence of an applied uniform magnetic field. The principal stress in the cross-sections, which arise due to anticlastic bending were also calculated. Lastly, a Prony series approximation was used to encapsulate the time dependent response of the material properties of the soft beam. The model was verified by comparing the results to previously developed experimental, numerical and analytical results.
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1. Introduction

Recent times have seen a surge in the study of soft materials. These involve a wide range of materials such as photoactive materials [1, 2, 3, 4], magneto-active soft materials [5, 6, 7], pH-responsive polymers [8, 9], electro-active polymers [10], thermally activated polymers [11, 12, 13, 14] etc. Specifically, magnetically activated materials are of great interest due to their non-contact, fast and non-invasive actuation [15, 5, 16]. Magnetically activated polymers find much usage in bioengineering applications due to their biocompatibility, hydrophilic nature, non-toxicity, biodegradability, similar mechanical response as biological tissue and magnetic actuation [17]. The past decade has seen a wide range of research being conducted on magneto soft materials (elastomers and polymers) such as materials modelling [18, 6, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22], numerical simulations [19], synthesis [23, 24] and characterization [25, 23, 24].

Usually, these magnetically activated polymers are composed of a soft-matrix material embedded with ferromagnetic materials with low coercivity (called soft-magnetic particles) [26, 27]. Soft-magnetic particles are materials that are easily magnetized and demagnetized. They usually possess low coercivity (less than 1000 A/m). These materials are often used in applications where the material is magnetized in order to operate and then demagnetized after the operation, such as in the case of an electromagnet. A crucial limitation while dealing with soft-magnetic materials is the loss of their magnetism upon removing the external magnetic field due to their low coercivity [28, 29]. The application and usage of these soft-magnetic materials are quite limited as they have restricted movement and cannot undergo complex deformations. Therefore, to address these limitations, researchers have started using hard-magnetic materials. Hard-magnetic materials retain their magnetism even after the external magnetic field is removed. They have a coercive force greater than 10kA/m. In order to completely demagnetize hard-magnetic particles, a very high opposite magnetic field is required. Embedding hard-magnetic particles into soft materials enables programmable and complex geometries under the influence of a magnetic field [30, 25]. These hard-magnetic soft-polymers have been actively used as soft robots.
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to navigate through complex and constrained environments, which can be used in various medical applications [25, 31, 32, 33].

To get a more fundamental understanding of these hard-magnetic soft materials, we require an understanding of their mechanical behaviour. The earliest known theoretical work on magneto coupled mechanical deformation was performed in the late 20th century [34, 35, 36]. Following these models, micro-mechanical modelling of the same materials was performed over 15 years ago [37, 38]. The continuum mechanics based models for magnetically activated soft materials is relatively more recent. The previous works by Saxena et al. proposed a continuum mechanics based model for magneto-viscoelasticity where a crucial assumption was made to split the applied magnetic field itself into elastic and viscous components [39]. The following work by Garcia-Gonzalez relaxed this assumption [28]. The article formulates a constitutive model for the finite deformation of soft material matrix with embedded hard-magnetic particles within a thermodynamically consistent framework. Viscous dissipation was coupled with hyperelasticity, and magnetic contribution to the mechanical behaviour through Maxwell’s equations. The constitutive equations related the magnetic fields with the magnetic moments and stress components. The complete constitutive model was implemented into a finite element framework. Although the framework is valid for any hyperelastic energy function, the article is focused on a compressible Neo-Hookean model. The framework was applied to four numerical examples where the influence of the magnetic properties on the mechanical behaviour of smart structures was evaluated, namely (1) Uniaxial compression in an uniform constant magnetic field, (2) Uniaxial tensile test under varying magnetic fields, (3) Tests to observe the time dependent behaviour by varying magnetic and mechanical boundary conditions and (4) Inertial effects on uniaxial tensile tests under the influence of time dependent magnetic fields. García-Gonzalez et al. [40] further modified the model which allowed diffusion of solvent across the polymer matrix. In the absence of any free current, the equilibrium equations and Maxwell’s equations were coupled with mass conservation to account for variation in solvent concentration. The energy function was modified to include the viscous effects produced due to the solvent-polymer interactions [41]. The entire model was then implemented into a general FE framework.

Apart from theoretical modelling, significant experimental research for these hard-magnetic soft-materials was performed by Kim et al., where Hard-magnetic soft materials were synthesized by embedding neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB) into polymeric gels [42]. Unlike soft magnetic materials, like pure iron, NdFeB has high coercivity and therefore, can preserve its magnetization once they are magnetically saturated. The primary matrix, in which these NdFeB particles are embedded, was synthesized by a soft elastomeric composite. Moreover, the research by Zhao et al. [5] presented a general magneto-elastic continuum-level framework to describe the deformation of such materials under external magnetic fields. Their model used additive decomposition of Cauchy stress tensor into magnetic and elastic components to couple the magnetic effects with deformation. This model was validated using experimental results of a beam embedded with hard-magnetic particle bending under a constant magnetic field [25, 5].

The primary limitation with all the above mentioned models is that such numerical models with finite element simulation requires high computational cost. Furthermore, these frameworks are not favourable for solving inverse problem in mechanics where calculating the magnitude of external magnetic field is of greater importance than predicting the future configuration with provided initial conditions. To overcome this limitation, Wang et al. proposed an analytical solution to hard-magnetic soft-beams under the influence a constant magnetic fields [29]. The analytical solution was also compared with numerical and experimental results [25, 5]. Although the proposed model can be used to predict and calculate the bending of the beam and the necessary magnetic field, the elastic contribution of the beam was modelled using a linearly elastic constitutive model. Furthermore, the model was primarily used to predict the behaviour of catheters coated with magnetic hydrogels. However, the model does not calculate the stresses across the beam’s cross section, which is essential to observe the stresses in the underlying catheters. The variation of the principal stresses across the cross-sectional area of the catheter are important to compute localised stresses. The latest known research was presented by Chen et al. where they further expanded the model for functionally graded hard-magnetic linearly elastic beams [43]. The elastic modulus \( E \) of the entire material was approximated as

\[
E = E_0 \exp \left( \frac{2.5\psi}{1 - 1.35\psi} \right)
\]  
(1)

where \( E_0 \) is the modulus of an unadulterated elastomer without embedding the Hard-magnetic particle. \( \psi \) is the volume fraction of the hard-magnetic particle. But this research is also limited to pure linearly elastic...
materials. Furthermore, as mentioned previously, the model fails to calculate the cross-sectional stresses, which are crucial for calculating the stresses in the underlying catheters.

To address this issue, a theoretical model has been developed to obtain the analytical solution for the bending of a hard-magnetic soft-beam under a constantly applied magnetic field. The hyperelasticity of the soft material has been captured using the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model. The principal stresses have been calculated using an anticlastic bending approximation of the beam. Furthermore, Prony series has been used to incorporate the material property change due to relaxation. The model has been verified by comparing the results to previous experimental, numerical and analytical solutions. To reiterate, the novelty of this work is the derivation of an analytical solution for hard-magnetic soft hyperelastic beam bending under the influence of a constantly applied magnetic field \[5\]. The theoretical framework for deriving the necessary equations for hard-magnetic particles in a soft matrix was obtained by splitting the total Helmholtz energy into elastic and magnetic components. The constitutive model was verified to be thermodynamically consistent. The cross-sectional principal stresses which arise due to anticlastic bending was plotted for different cross-sections. These cross-sectional principal stresses are crucial for calculating localised stresses. The time dependent variation of the material parameters was also modelled using Prony series.

This manuscript has been organized as follows: Section 2 presents the theoretical model developed and the final analytical solution. Section 3 contains the results and comparison of the proposed model. Finally, section 4 concludes the study.

2. Theory

2.1. Continuum framework

The continuum framework presented in the works of Wang et al and Garcia-Gonzalez document a robust framework for soft materials containing hard magnetic particles \[29, 28\]. \(X\) and \(x = \chi(X)\) represents the material point in the reference and deformed configuration. \(\chi\) is the deformation of the body. The deformation gradient is given by

\[
F = \text{Grad}X = \frac{\partial x}{\partial X}
\]

The volumetric Jacobian is defined as \(J = \det F\). The beam contains hard-magnetic nano particles, whose magnetization vector is given by \(M\) vector and \(m\) vector in the reference and current configuration. Both the magnetization vectors are related by

\[
\nabla_X M = J \nabla_x m
\]

where \(\nabla_X\) denotes the divergence in the reference configuration with respect to \(X\); while \(\nabla_x\) denotes the divergence in the current configuration with respect to \(x\). Furthermore, Nanson’s formula provides a relationship between the divergence of any vector (let’s say \(A\)) with respect to \(X\) and \(x\) \[29\]

\[
\nabla_X A = J \nabla_x (J^{-1} FA)
\]

By combining equations (3) and (4), the relationship between \(M\) and \(m\) is

\[
m = J^{-1} FM
\]

Helmholtz free energy measures the useful work obtainable from a closed system at constant temperature and volume. The derivative of this energy with deformation outputs the stress tensor. The elastic and magnetic component of the Helmholtz free energy per unit reference volume is a function of the deformation gradient: \(\psi^{\text{elastic}}(F)\) and \(\psi^{\text{magnetic}}(F, B)\). The Helmholtz free energy density in the reference configuration can be additively decomposed into elastic and magnetic components

\[
\psi(F, B) = \psi^{\text{magnetic}}(F, B) + \psi^{\text{elastic}}(F)
\]

For hyperelastic materials, the Piola stress \((P)\) and Cauchy stress tensor \((\sigma)\) are obtained by taking the derivative of the Helmholtz energy with \(F\)
\[ P = \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial F} \quad \sigma = J^{-1} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial F} F^T \] (7)

where \( F^T \) is the transpose of the deformation gradient tensor.

2.2. Balance Laws

The balance laws that need to be satisfied are the conservation of mass and momentum (linear and angular momentum). Since there is no material addition or deduction, mass is always conserved. The linear momentum balance must be satisfied everywhere in the deformed configuration to satisfy equilibrium condition:

\[ \nabla_x \cdot \sigma + b = 0 \] (8)

\[ \nabla_x \cdot \sigma^{\text{elastic}} + b^m + b = 0 \quad b^m = \nabla_x \cdot \sigma^{\text{magnetic}} \] (9)

where \( b \) is the external mechanical body force vector. \( \sigma^{\text{elastic}} \) and \( \sigma^{\text{magnetic}} \) are the derivatives of \( \psi^{\text{elastic}}(F) \) and \( \psi^{\text{magnetic}}(F, B) \) with \( F \) respectively. Equation (9) can be written in the reference configuration as

\[ \nabla_X \cdot P + b_0 = 0 \quad b_0 = Jb \] (10)

\[ \nabla_X \cdot (P^{\text{elastic}} + P^{\text{magnetic}}) + b_0 = 0 \] (11)

We will show later that \( \sigma^{\text{magnetic}} \) and \( \sigma \) are asymmetric tensors (in equation (23) and (24)). The presence of magnetic dipoles combined with the application of an external magnetic field leads to the formation of body torques. Therefore, the conservation of angular momentum gives the equation for the body torque (\( \tau \))

\[ \tau = -\varepsilon : \left( \sigma - \sigma^T \right) = -\varepsilon : \left( \sigma^{\text{magnetic}} - \left( \sigma^{\text{magnetic}} \right)^T \right) \] (12)

where \( \varepsilon \) is the third-order permutation tensor and : is the double contraction operator of two tensors.

The Maxwell’s equations in the absence of free current can be written as:

\[ \nabla_X \times M = \nabla_X \times m = 0 \] (13)

\[ \nabla_X \cdot B_0 = 0 \] (14)

where \( B_0 \) is the magnetic flux density vector in the reference configuration. In this study, the magnetic field applied is assumed to be uniform; hence, Maxwell’s equations are always conserved.

2.3. Constitutive equations

The elastic component of the Helmholtz free energy for soft materials has been taken from the works of [44].

\[ \psi^{\text{elastic}} = aI_1 + bI_2 + cI_3 - \frac{d}{2} \ln I_3 \] (15)

where \( a, b \) and \( c \) are positive material constants. The above form of the free energy is popularly known to capture the mechanical behaviour of a large class of soft materials. For zero pre-stress condition \( d \) must be equal to \( d = 2(a + 2b + c) \) [44]. \( I_1, I_2 \) and \( I_3 \) are invariants of \( F \) given by

\[ I_1 = ||F||^2 \] (16)

\[ I_2 = ||(\text{det}F)F^{-T}||^2 \] (17)

\[ I_3 = (\text{det}F)^2 \] (18)

The deformation gradient \( F \), like any invertible second-order tensor, can be decomposed, using the polar decomposition theorem, into a product of two second-order tensors \( F = RU \), where \( R \) is the rotation tensor and
$U$ is the stretch tensor [45]. The Helmholtz free energy stored per unit volume (reference volume) due to an externally applied magnetic field ($B$)

$$\psi^{\text{magnetic}}(F, B) = -FM.B \tag{19}$$

Equation (7) can be used to find the Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor from the Helmholtz energy

$$P = \frac{\partial (\psi^{\text{elastic}} + \psi^{\text{magnetic}})}{\partial F} \tag{20}$$

$$P = 2 \left( \frac{\partial \psi^{\text{elastic}}}{\partial I_1} + I_1 \frac{\partial \psi^{\text{elastic}}}{\partial I_2} \right) F - 2 \frac{\partial \psi^{\text{elastic}}}{\partial I_2} BF + 2I_3 \frac{\partial \psi^{\text{elastic}}}{\partial I_3} F^{-T} - B \otimes M \tag{21}$$

where $BF = RU^3$ and $F^{-T} = RU^{-1}$. The Cauchy stress tensor can be split into the magnetic and elastic contributions [28, 29].

$$\sigma = -J^{-1}B \otimes FM + J^{-1} \frac{\partial \psi^{\text{elastic}}}{\partial F} F^{-T} \tag{22}$$

$$\sigma = \sigma^{\text{magnetic}} + \sigma^{\text{elastic}} \tag{23}$$

The geometry of problem has been depicted in figure 1.

2.4. Anticlastic Bending

The configuration of the beam and the applied magnetic field has been depicted in figure 1. A cantilever beam composed of a soft hyperelastic material embedded with hard-magnetic particle has been deformed using a uniform magnetic field. Most research problems involving bending address it in a two-dimensional context and do not consider the bending in the third dimension (i.e. perpendicular to the bending plane). A two-dimensional assumption of the bending beam problem substantially reduces the complexity of the problem. Experimental evidence shows that a beam undergoing transversal deformation is always coupled with a longitudinal inflexion of a solid [46, 44, 47]. This phenomenon is termed as Anticlastic Bending. Anticlastic bending is the opposite curvature shown in the transverse direction, as opposed to the beam bending in the longitudinal direction when...
a transverse load is applied on the beam. The effect has been shown artistically in figure 2. A technique to quantify the anticlastic bending can be obtained from the Poisson’s ratio of the material [48]. Roughly speaking, the radius of curvature in the transverse direction would be the order of $R_0/\mu$, where $R_0$ is the radius of curvature of the beam and $\mu$ is the poisson’s ratio. Furthermore, the stresses which arise due to anticlastic bending can be compared with axial and bending stresses to judge their effect. A simple rule to deduce the magnitude of anticlastic bending might be difficult to judge in this sort of large deformations and can be explored in future works. A slender beam assumption is made here; hence the deformation preserves the planarity of cross-sections. Recently Lanzoni and Tarantino proposed a description of the displacement fields for beams undergoing anticlastic bending [44, 49]. We combine the displacement fields described with the current model for Hard-Magnetic Soft beams.
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**Figure 2:** The figure represents the anticlastic bending effect in (a) undeformed configuration (b) deformed configuration [44]

The geometry of the deformation has been represented in figure 3. $X, Y$ and $Z$ are the global coordinates of the 3 dimensional space in the and $\tilde{x}, \tilde{y}$ are the local coordinate system of the cross section. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the angles of rotation of the beam and rotation due to anticlastic bending. Similarly $R_0$ and $r$ are the radius of curvature of the beam and cross sectional area. Here, both $R_0$ and $r$ are a function of the material point on the beam ($s$), i.e. the radius varies along the beam. $\alpha_0$ represents the maximum angle deflected by the beam. Correspondingly, $\beta_0$ is the maximum bending undergone in the transverse direction. Based on the previous observational data, the deformation is given by [49], [44]

\[
x = re^{-\frac{X}{r}} \sin \frac{X}{r}
\]

\[
y = -R_0 + \left( R_0 + r - re^{-\frac{X}{r}} \cos \frac{X}{r} \right) \cos \frac{Z}{R_0}
\]

\[
z = \left( R_0 + r - re^{-\frac{X}{r}} \cos \frac{X}{r} \right) \sin \frac{Z}{R_0}
\]

where $x, y$ and $z$ are the material coordinates in the deformed configuration ($x$). The displacement fields are derived using a semi-inverse approach in [49]. The deformation gradient for the above mentioned deformation is given by the product of the rotation tensor ($R$) and stretch tensor ($U$), $F = RU$. The rotation and stretch tensors are derived from the deformation defined in equation (27).
Figure 3: The image represents the deformation of a thin beam. Figure (a) shows the deformed configuration viewed from the vertical YZ plane and figure (b) shows the bending in transverse direction. Figure (c) shows the deformation of the cross sectional area [44].

\[ R = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \beta & -\sin \beta & 0 \\ \sin \beta \cos \alpha & \cos \beta \cos \alpha & -\sin \alpha \\ \sin \beta \sin \alpha & \cos \beta \sin \alpha & \cos \alpha \end{bmatrix} \]  
(28)

\[ U = \begin{bmatrix} \lambda_X & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \lambda_Y & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \lambda_Z \end{bmatrix} \]  
(29)

\[ \lambda_X = \lambda_Y = e^{-\frac{Y}{r}} \]  
(30)

\[ \lambda_Z = 1 + \frac{r}{R_0} \left(1 - e^{-\frac{Y}{r}} \cos \frac{X}{r}\right) \]  
(31)

where \( \lambda_X, \lambda_Y \) and \( \lambda_Z \) are the stretches in the \( X, Y \) and \( Z \) directions correspondingly. Notice that the centerline is given by \( X = Y = 0 \), which causes stretches in 3 directions to be 1. The Piola-Kirchoff stress given by equation 21 can be rewritten as [44]

\[ P_{\text{elastic}} = RS \]  
(32)

\[ S = \begin{bmatrix} S_X & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & S_Y & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & S_Z \end{bmatrix} \]  
(33)

\[ S_J = 2 \left( \frac{\partial \psi_{\text{elastic}}}{\partial I_1} + I_1 \frac{\partial \psi_{\text{elastic}}}{\partial I_2} \right) \lambda_J - 2 \frac{\partial \psi_{\text{elastic}}}{\partial I_2} \lambda_J^2 + 2I_3 \frac{\partial \psi_{\text{elastic}}}{\partial I_3} \frac{1}{\lambda_J} \]  
(34)
2.5. Solution

The parameters required to solve the entire system are \(R_0(s)\) and \(r(s)\). The conservation of momentum must satisfy equations (9), (11).

\[
\mathbf{b}^m = \nabla_x \sigma_{\text{magnetic}} = J^{-1}(\nabla_x \mathbf{B}) \mathbf{FM}
\]  

(35)

An important consideration of the hard-magnetic particles is that they are assumed to have a relative permeability close to 1. Since the magnetic field applied is homogeneous, and not affected by the magnetization of the beam, the spatial gradient of \(\mathbf{B}\) is 0. Therefore, the conservation of momentum (11) contains another term \(\nabla_x \mathbf{P}_{\text{elastic}}\). Simplification of the equation yields three partial differential equations at the centerline \((X = Y = 0)\) [44]

\[
4 \cos \frac{Z}{R_0} \frac{(b + c)r - (a + 3b + 2c)R_0}{rR_0} = 0
\]

(36)

For the expressions to satisfy equality along the centerline, we obtain the condition

\[
r(s) = \frac{a + 3b + 2c}{b + c} R_0(s)
\]

(37)

To find \(R_0(s)\), we use a variational approach by minimizing the Helmholtz free energy [29]. The elastic component of the Helmholtz free energy, given by equation 15, can be approximated by

\[
\psi_{\text{elastic}}(\alpha') = aI_1 + bI_2 + cI_3 - \frac{d}{2} \ln I_3 = \frac{E_{MR}I}{2A} \frac{1}{R_0^2} + O\left(\frac{1}{R_0^6}\right) \approx \frac{E_{MR}I}{2AL^2} (\alpha'(s))^2
\]

(38)

where \(1/R_0\) is the longitudinal curvature, \(A\) and \(I\) are the cross-sectional area and area moment of inertia respectively. \(\alpha'\) is the first derivative of \(\alpha\), i.e. \(\alpha' = d\alpha(s)/ds\). \(E_{MR}\) is given by

\[
E_{MR} = \frac{4(a + b)(a + 4b + 3c)}{a + 3b + 2c}
\]

(39)

The rotation matrix \((R)\) along the centerline \((X = Y = 0)\) has been given by

\[
R = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \cos \alpha & -\sin \alpha \\
0 & \sin \alpha & \cos \alpha
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(40)

The magnetic component of Helmholtz energy density can be expressed as

\[
\psi_{\text{magnetic}}(\alpha, s) = -RM \cdot \mathbf{B}
\]

(41)

The total Helmholtz free energy of the beam \((\prod)\) will be written as:

\[
\prod(\alpha(s)) = A \int_0^L \left(\psi_{\text{elastic}}(\alpha') + \psi_{\text{magnetic}}(\alpha, s)\right) ds
\]

(42)

The equilibrium state can be found from the principle of stationary potential energy \(\delta \prod = 0\), which yields Euler-Lagrange equation:

\[
\frac{d}{ds} \left( \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \alpha'} \right) = \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \alpha}
\]

(43)

\[
\frac{d}{ds} \left( \frac{\partial \psi_{\text{elastic}}}{\partial \alpha'} \right) = \frac{\partial \psi_{\text{magnetic}}}{\partial \alpha}
\]

(44)

\[
\frac{E_{MR}I}{AL} \frac{d^2 \alpha}{ds^2} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \alpha} (-RM \cdot \mathbf{B})
\]

(45)
It was shown in [29] that for a constant magnetic field at a certain angle ($\phi$) to the beam (i.e. $B = B \cos \phi e_z + B \sin \phi e_y$), equation (45) simplifies to

$$\frac{E_{MR} I}{AL} \frac{d^2 \alpha}{ds^2} + MB \sin (\phi - \alpha) = 0$$

(46)

The method for solving the differential equation has been described in [29]. The above differential equation was further simplified into the following algebraic equation to obtain the free-end angular displacement ($\alpha_0$).

$$\sqrt{\frac{E_{MR} I}{2 MBA}} \Phi(\phi, \alpha_0) - L = 0$$

(47)

$$\Phi(\phi, \alpha_0) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\cos (\phi - \alpha_0) - 1}} \left\{ F \left( \frac{\phi - \alpha_0}{2}, \csc \left( \frac{\phi - \alpha_0}{2} \right) \right) - F \left( \frac{\phi}{2}, \csc \left( \frac{\phi - \alpha_0}{2} \right) \right) \right\}$$

(48)

with function $F$ referring to the first elliptic integral. Once the above equation is solved, the calculated $\alpha$ and $R_0$ can be used to calculate $r$ and ultimately the cross-sectional stress patterns.

2.6. Time dependent response of material properties due to relaxation

The relaxation of material properties can describe any linear viscoelastic behaviour. Since hard-magnetic materials are embedded in soft materials, the material properties will have time-dependent responses. In our recent works, Prony series was used for viscoelastic materials to simplify their visco-hyperelastic behaviour [50]; therefore, we employ the same technique here. The Prony series can be well explained using a spring-dashpot model as shown in figure 4. Multiple parallel combinations of Maxwell models and a linear elastic spring is termed as Prony series.

![Figure 4: Spring-Dashpot phenomenological model for Prony series](image)

Using the above model, The $E_{MR}$ is equation (39) can be modified to

$$\frac{1}{E_{MR}} = J_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} J_i (1 - e^{-t/\tau_i})$$

(49)

where $J_i$ are the material compliance and $\tau_i$ are the relaxation time corresponding to the material compliance. $t$ represents the time. Substituting this equation into the differential equation (47)

$$\sqrt{\frac{I}{2 MBA}} \left( J_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} J_i (1 - e^{-t/\tau_i}) \right) \Phi(\phi, \alpha) - L = 0$$

(50)
Figure 5: The figure represents the rationality of implementing Prony series to capture the material properties of soft materials. The experimentally obtained stress-strain plots for various types of soft materials were compared with Prony series approximation. (a) Panda et al performed uniaxial strain rate controlled tensile tests on hydrated silk fibroin sponges upto a strain of 0.6 [51] (b) Stress-relaxation test were conducted on polyvinyl alcohol xerogels containing nanocellulose crystals [52] (c) Transversely isotropic polyvinyl alcohol xerogels were uniaxially deformed along the fibre direction, and the force-deformation results were calculated [53] (d) Viscoelastic creep compliance shearing test was performed on collagen gels [54]. In all these scenarios, the Prony series approximation predicts the mechanical constitutive relation with good accuracy.

The angle at each material point changes with time. Past experimental data and observations have been employed to examine the accuracy of Prony series for modelling soft materials (refer figure 5). Our recent research [50] used the same Prony series approach to capture the time-dependent response of polymeric materials. The comparison between Prony series approximation of the material compliance and experimental stress-strain relations have been presented in figure 5. Figure 5 (a) presents the strain rate controlled uniaxial tensile tests on silk fibroin sponges [51]. The Prony series approximation predicts the stress well within the error range over the entire domain of strain. Similarly, figure 5 (c) shows the force-displacement plot for a transversely isotropic PVA-Xerogel; where compression was performed parallel to the fibre direction. Furthermore, as Prony series has been invoked to model the time dependent response of material parameters; we have shown its comparison with stress-relaxation tests on polyvinyl alcohol xerogels in figure 5 (b) [52]. Finally, the Prony-series was directly compared to the time-dependent material compliance obtained from shearing test of collagen gels (figure 5) [54]. It is quite certain from the above mentioned examples that Prony series can be administered to soft materials in which Hard-magnetic particles are embedded due to its macro scale approach. The number of terms in the Prony Series depends on the material. The higher number of terms are always preferred to obtain the best prediction of the material behaviour. However, having higher terms leads to computational and experimental challenges. Constants involved in the Prony series expansion are determined by time dependent experiments such as creep and stress relaxation. Considering large number of terms in the expansion would require more experiments and complex curve-fitting algorithms. Generally two terms are sufficient to model viscoelasticity in polymeric materials [55, 50]. Since the material under consideration is a soft matrix, we have also considered two terms in the Prony series expansion.
2.7. Thermodynamic Considerations

First and second law of thermodynamics can be satisfied together by verifying the Clausius-Duhem Inequality:

\[ T\dot{s} - \dot{u} + P\dot{F} - \frac{1}{T}q\nabla T \geq 0 \]  

(51)

where \( \dot{s} \) and \( \dot{u} \) are the rate of change of entropy and internal energy per unit mass with respect to time. \( q \) is the heat flux vector per unit area and \( T \) is the temperature. From the fundamental equation of thermodynamics, we can write the total Helmholtz free energy density mentioned in equation (6) as

\[ \psi = u - Ts \]  

(52)

Therefore, we can write equation (51) as

\[ (T\dot{s} - \dot{u}) = \psi + P\dot{F} - \frac{1}{T}q\nabla T \geq 0 \]  

(53)

Since there is no heat or temperature gradient, the last term in the equation vanishes.

\[ \psi + P\dot{F} \geq 0 \]  

(54)

\[ P\dot{F} - \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial F} \dot{F} \geq 0 \]  

(55)

\[ (P - \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial F}) \dot{F} \geq 0 \]  

(56)

since \( P = \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial F} \) (refer to equation (7)), the first and second law of thermodynamics are satisfied.

3. Results

![Figure 6: The image depicts the comparison of the developed framework and [28]. Different values of external magnetic field was applied (\( B_0^{\text{applied}} \)) and the stress values were plotted against the stretch. Garcia (2019) represents the numerical simulation in [28] and the present model representing the curves derived through the current model.](image)

The validity of the continuum framework can be verified by comparing it with previously developed hard-magnetic soft material models [28]. Garcia-Gonzalez et al. conducted a numerical simulation of a cubic sample of soft matrix containing Hard-magnetic particles, being uniaxially compressed under the influence of an applied magnetic field. The compression takes place until a certain stress value is reached in the material. Consequently, the required stretch to reach the desired stress can be modified by applying a different magnetic field. The
solution for the above problem obtained using our developed framework was compared with the results by Garcia-Gonzalez et al. [28]. The stress-stretch curves were calculated for compression loading under three values of external magnetic fields (B<sub>0</sub><sup>applied</sup>), i.e. varying values of B in equation 47).

The stress-stretch curves for the deformed configuration have been shown in figure 6. The sample is compressed until the stress reaches the value of σ = −350 kPa. This means a constant magnetic stress contribution is present. Therefore, the total stress depends upon the magnetic field actuating the material. Furthermore, at stretch = 1, we can see that the stress in the materials is varying with change in the magnetic field applied. At this point, the Cauchy stress is only due to the magnetic contribution (since the elastic stress contribution is 0) as the material is relaxed and has no extension or compression. It is clear from figure 6 that the present model described in this paper can predict the numerical solutions to the same problem calculated in the works of Garcia et al. [28].

![Figure 7: The graph presents the free-end angular displacement (α₀) against normalized magnetic field MBAL<sup>2</sup>/E<sub>MRI</sub>](image)

The geometry considered in the problem (as represented in figure 1) has been chosen specifically to compare the experimental results presented in the works of Wang et al. and Zhao et al. [29, 5]. A soft cantilever beam contains hard magnetic nanoparticles suspended within the material. This causes the material to become magnetically active. When it is kept within a constant magnetic field, the material will develop a body force and torque, causing it to deform. The field is strong enough that it does not get affected by the magnetic field possessed by the nanoparticles, but is not stronger than the coercivity of the same nanoparticles. We can solve equation (48) for the free-end angular displacement (α₀), given material properties and applied magnetic field vector. The maximum angle of deflection of the beam (α₀) in figure 6) can be calculated using equation 48. Figure 7 presents free-end angular displacement for normalized magnetic field strength MBAL<sup>2</sup>/E<sub>MRI</sub>. The dotted lines represent the results presented in Wang et al. [29] and the circle markers are the solutions for the present model (48). The free-end angular displacement has been plotted for various angles of the applied magnetic field (φ in figure 7). As the magnitude of applied magnetic field is increased, the free-end angle of the beam increases and finally saturates to a certain value φ, as the beam lines up with the external magnetic field. A distinctive result is obtained when φ = 180°, i.e. when the applied magnetic field is directly aligned with the beam. The free-end angle of the beam does not change for the first two experimental results. This is because the magnetic force acting on the beam along the beam orientation and not perpendicular to the beam. Therefore a purely compressive force is experienced by the beam and no lateral deviation is observed. However, this is an unstable equilibrium and therefore, once the applied magnetic field exceeds a certain value, the beam can overcome the energy barrier required to jump out of the unstable equilibrium and proceeds to experience lateral displacement.

The advantage of incorporating a hyperelastic constitutive equation into the theoretical model can be effectively seen when its compared with experimental results reported by Zhao et al. [5]. In the research conducted by Zhao et al., the exact problem defined in figure 1 was studied by conducting experiments with varying magnitude of the applied magnetic field for different beam dimensions. The free-end angle was measured by varying the normalized flux density for 4 values of the beam dimension (L/H represents the ratio of the length versus height of the beam as represented in figure 2). The magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the initial beam.
direction (i.e. $\phi = 90^\circ$), which means the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the beam. When $\phi = 90^\circ$, equation (48) gets simplified into

$$\frac{MB}{G} \left( \frac{L}{H} \right)^2 = \frac{(\Phi(\pi/2, \alpha_0))^2}{8}$$

(57)

where $G$ is the shear modulus ($E_{MR} \approx 3G$), $I$ is the second moment of the cross-sectional area and $H$ is the height of the beam’s cross-section. The comparison between the experimental results, linear model [29] and hyperelastic model has been shown in figure 8. The end-angular displacement has been plotted against the normalized flux density $MB/G$ for various geometric configurations ($L/H$). The magnetic field is applied at $90^\circ$ to the direction of initial magnetization vector ($M$). It is visible from figure 8 that the model presented in this paper resonates with the experimental data more efficiently than the model formulated in Wang et al. [29]. This accuracy increase is due to the hyperelastic constitutive model and Prony series approximation of time dependent material properties. Furthermore, this effect can be more profoundly seen at lower $L/H$ values. The assumption of the slender rod is valid at higher $L/H$ ratios, which is why the Wang et al. model predicts the experimental results more accurately at $L/H = 41$. At $L/H = 10$, the prediction of the Wang et al. model is not quite the same as the experimental results presented in Zhao et al. However; it is clear from the graph (in figure 8) that the present model developed can capture the experimental results accurately for all beam dimensions. Therefore, incorporating the hyperelastic constitutive model for the elastic contribution of the Helmholtz energy increases the accuracy of the slender beam assumption to a wide range of the beam’s dimensional configuration.

Certain applications of the hard-magnetic soft beams as actuators and sensors require the deflection variation with respect to the applied magnetic to be gradual and not instantaneous. The variation of the free-end angle presented in figure 8, shows that this gradual behaviour is obtained at lower $L/H$ ratios. Therefore, theoretical models need to predict this behaviour accurately. The present model fulfils this condition without loss of accuracy for other beam configurations.

Anticlastic bending will result in a gradient of stress patterns at each cross-sectional area of the beam. The principal stress in the orthogonal directions are given by [49]

$$T_1 = T_2 = \frac{2}{\lambda^2 \lambda_Z} \left\{ (\lambda^2 - 1)a + ((\lambda^2 + \lambda_Z^2)\lambda^2 - 2)b + (\lambda^4\lambda_Z^2 - 1)c \right\}$$

(58)

$$T_3 = \frac{2}{\lambda^2 \lambda_Z} \left\{ (\lambda_Z^2 - 1)a + 2(\lambda^2\lambda_Z^2 - 1)b + (\lambda^4\lambda_Z^2 - 1)c \right\}$$

(59)
where $\lambda$ and $\lambda_Z$ are the stretches in the $X$, $Y$ and $Z$ directions respectively. $T_{12}$ represent the principal stresses in $x$ and $y$ direction and $T_3$ represents the principal stress in $z$ direction. The cross sectional stress profiles arising due to the anticlastic bending have been represented in figure 9. Stress profiles have been plotted for 4 different beam dimensions. The value of the free-end angular displacement and normalized magnetic flux has been represented in the central graph. The normalized magnetic flux has been kept constant at 0.005 to point out the variation of the cross sectional principal stress with $L/H$ ratio. The figure is just a representation of the cross sectional stresses arising due to anticlastic bending. Equation 59 can be used to essentially calculate the stresses at any point for any parameter value.

As pointed above, the soft materials used to synthesise hard-magnetic soft materials are usually polymeric hydrogels. Therefore, to simulate the viscous effects in these materials using Prony series approximation, we can use the material properties of a polymeric hydrogel. The relaxation time of polydimethylacrylamide hydrogels is usually in the order of $O(1s)$. The time dependent response of beam bending has been represented in figure 10. For a fixed normalized magnetic field, the free-end angular displacement decreases with time. As time increases, the material relaxes and its modulus decreases (or conversely increase in its compliance). From equation 50 we can see that the decrease in modulus results in a smaller deflection angle. However, this effect is less prominent at higher magnitudes of the magnetic field. Therefore, the free-end angular displacement does not change heavily with the applied magnetic field or due to the relaxation effect of the material properties at high normalized magnetic fields. The effect is prominent only at lower normalized values of the magnetic field. Figure 10 represents the free-end angle at varying magnitudes of magnetic fields at different time stamps for $\phi = 30^\circ$ and $\phi = 60^\circ$.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an analytical solution to a hard-magnetic hyperelastic soft beam under the influence of a constant magnetic field. The deformation in the perpendicular direction to the beam bending, caused by the Anticlastic effect was also considered. The principal stresses developed in the cross-sectional area were calculated. The time dependence of the material properties was modelled using a Prony series approximation.
Figure 10: The image represents the beam bending angle ($\alpha_0$) against normalized magnetic field with material degradation due to viscous effects. Wang et al. (2020) represents the experimental data represented in [29]. The numerical solution for $\alpha_0$ has been shown for $\phi = 30^\circ$ and $60^\circ$. All the notation are the same as given in equation 50. $E_0$ is the inverse of $J_0$, i.e. $E_0 = 1/J_0$.

approximation. The model was compared with previously conducted experimental, analytical and numerical results. The proposed model enables easier, faster and more accurate analysis of Hard-magnetic soft material as opposed to the previous studies. The authors would like to propose ideas for further research, where the assumption of a thin beam must be reduced. Moreover, future theoretical models must drop the assumption of all magnetic particles possessing a relative permeability close to 1. Furthermore, a thorough experimental study needs to be conducted to analyze the time dependent response of hyperelastic beam under the influence of magnetic fields.
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Highlights

- An analytical solution for the bending of hard-magnetic soft beam has been derived
- Mooney-Rivlin model has been used to capture the non-linearity of the material
- Coupled anticlastic bending has also been incorporated into the framework
- Prony series approximation was used to encapsulate the time-dependent response
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